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The article is devoted to the actual problem of the master's training – thedidactic support of the formation process of the master’s research readiness.The analysis of scientific literature enabled to find out and summarize theefficient pedagogical conditions of fostering master’s readiness for researchwork. The research and pedagogical practice programs have been developedin order to improve the quality of master’s training and research activity. Ontheir basis a set of the fundamental requirements of master’s training hasbeen defined at different levels: goal-setting, the relationship between aprofessor and a master's degree student, the principles of didactic planning,the training process management, control and analysis. The methodologicalrecommendations on writing a master’s thesis have been provided. Thestages and elements of establishing the master's competence in the researchactivity have been set forth.
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1. Introduction

*Social, economic, political, scientific, technical,and cultural changes in the modern world define therequirements of society to the education system,which must be anticipatory, and timely response tothe dynamic changes in the country and providepersonnel support of the academic growth strategywith a reference to the progressive structuralchanges. An important area of focus in thedevelopment of education is “integration on a globalscale, the expanding contacts, an intensive exchangeof experience in all areas of educational activities indifferent countries, schools and directions”(Baydenko, 2009). Therefore, a turning point in thedevelopment of higher education has become thesigning of the Bologna Declaration on 19 June 1999by 29 European countries. This Declaration hasinitiated the Bologna Process, which aims at creatinga single European educational space. In the mainobjectives, set out in the Bologna Declaration, specialimportance is paid to the transition to a multi-levelsystem of education (Oleinikova, 2001).The notion of “multi-level” refers to theorganization of a multi-stage educational process,providing the possibility of achieving such aneducational level at each stage that corresponds tothe capabilities and interests of the person(Mikhailova, 2002). In addition, each educational
* Corresponding Author.Email Address: O.Demetriev@hotmail.com

level has its own objectives, apprenticeship andcharacteristics (Baydenko, 2009). A multi-leveltraining system requires new philosophy ofeducation. According to the Bologna Declaration, thiskind of philosophy must be based on a solid systemof the moral and ethical values in the traditions ofpeople and the achievements of modern science (TheEuropean Higher Education Area, 2004).The significance of the introduction of a multi-level system of education for the various subjects ofsociety is shown in Table 1.Master's training, as a component of a multi-leveleducation, fitted succinctly into the structure ofcontinuing learning, is a new paradigm in thedevelopment of education, which marks a radicaltransition from the previous, old paradigm which isusually called traditional (Senashenko andKomissarov, 1995).According to a new paradigm in the developmentof education, training is aimed not only at passing acertain amount of knowledge to students, but also at“the development of personality, cognitive andcreative abilities” (Skvortsov, 2009). The learningcontent involves the creative skills acquisition andtheir practical application, and it is focused on theacquisition of the methodological knowledgenecessary for independent acquisition of therequired knowledge in a particular period of life(Fokin, 2002).Thus, without the support and implementation ofthe design and methodology of continuouseducation, none of the organizational forms of
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vocational training and retraining will not lead to thedesired effect, because “... today it is not just abouthigher education, it is about new higher educationassociated with the realization of features of a newera; not about the development of the former, but
about the creation of a new understanding of theessence of education, which is an act of creativity”(Kraevsky, Arlamov, & Berezhnova, 2006).

Table 1: A multi-level system of education: New opportunitiesSubjects of society Possibilities of a multi-level systemState Possibility of filling vacancies with specialists of an appropriate level. Rapid response to therequests of the state.Society High educational level of population. Formation of high population mobility. Training specialistsof the required specialties in a short time.Personality Choice of your own route to being educated. Opportunity to obtain a multi-disciplinary training.Possibility of continuous education.Educationalinstitutions (HEIs) Possibility of the formation of the educational process at the university and full realization ofscientific and pedagogical potential of the institution, taking into account its specificity. Highsusceptibility of the system to the innovations.The analysis of the main tenets of the theory ofcontinuous education, allowed defining a set ofrequirements for the implementation of the master’straining:a. At the level of goal-setting - growing potential ofa person and raising his or her capacity foradequate activity in the upcoming substantiveand social situations, the formation ofprofessional competence.b. At the level of relations between a teacher and amaster’s degree student – a master’s degreestudent is a subject, a proactive and responsibleperson. A teacher is a tutor, an assistant.c. At the level of principles – a scientific method ofacquiring knowledge, its analysis andinterpretation; its consistency and regularity arecombined with an elective educational trajectory.Consciousness and activity of the students areconnected with the maximum individualization ofinstruction; conscious use of the acquiredknowledge in practice; problematic as therequired condition in the construction ofeducational content. Availability of traininginvolves the construction of the individuallearning path based on the elective subjects.Visibility combined with the constant applicationof computer and information technology.Strength and cyclicality – the development ofskills of the independent continuous acquisitionof the necessary information (the enhancementof the research work of a master’s degreestudent). Professional orientation – the focusedmodeling of the social context of the futureprofessional activity in the educational process.d. At the level of didactic planning – theoreticaltraining is based on the logic of solving problems.e. At the level of organization of the learningprocess – lectures, practical (seminar) classes inactive creative forms.f. At the level of control and analysis – priority ofself-control and self-analysis of the master’swork. Controlled self-educational activity.The implementation of these requirements ispossible only on condition that the process of themaster’s training is constantly improving.

2. MethodsReadiness for research is considered to bepersonal development, formed in the activities of aresearch nature (Duray-Novakova, 1985). This factdetermines the expediency of the research objectivesand tasks in the process of learning, theimplementation of which contributes to theformation of self-organization, self-control, activity,capacity for reflection as a component of themaster’s professional competence. It is this goal thatthe research approach in training is served for.A theoretical factor of the research methodsapplication in the magistracy is that an educationalprocess, first of all, has to have a creative character;secondly, in a magistracy the more extensive anddifficult material which demands a deeper analysisand generalization is studied; thirdly, the teachers ofa magistracy are guided by big independence andcreative activity of the students, by their ability toassess their actions; fourthly, the master’s degreestudents must have research abilities, knowledge ofthe particular methods of scientific research; fifthly,there are increased requirements to the researchculture of a modern specialist.Zagvyazinsky highlights the main features of theresearch method: appropriate scientific methods ofthinking, independence and activity of students(Zagvyazinsky, 2001). The feature of the qualitativeresearch method is the gradual transition fromimitation of a scientific research, which is also usefulto the actual scientific or scientific - practical search.Considering the features of the research methodapplication in training, John Bransford and AnnBrown identify the following stages in formation ofthe research skills:
 1st stage: knowledge stage, actualization ofavailable knowledge;
 2nd stage: learning with understanding –understanding of the task, understanding of  thefactual information and knowledge organized inthe context of the research problem;
 3rd stage: building of the conceptual diagram ofsolution of this problem. Conceptual diagrams
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help learners to control their own studies(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000).Barbara J. Klopfenstein reveals the particularitiesof the individual-oriented research training. Shebelieves that regardless of the age of the scientists akey moment is “need to know”, and this factdetermines a learner’ situation. The scientistemphasizes the following conditions of the efficientresearch training: firstly, a dialogue forms ofteaching; secondly, realization of the reflexiveapproach. The development of the research skills isimpossible without the activity of the learnerhimself, the analysis of his own experience and itsuse as a supporting base.Despite numerous definitions of the researchmethod, didacticisms agree that the essence of theresearch method lies in the fact that the result of thework is unknown; it will have to be produced bystudents (Kusnetsov, 2003).Having studied the problem in theory andpractice of higher school, we made a conclusion thatreadiness for research activity is not inculcated onits own and demands special means for itsformation.
3. Results and discussionThe specificity of the educational master'sprograms connected with the strengthening of themaster’s research refers to the development of theability to self-education and self-development, needsand skills of the independent creative mastery ofknowledge in their practice. All this requires the useof the teaching-learning principles in the educationalprocess, which will encourage learners to activethinking and practice in the process of mastering theinformation.The didactic support for formation of suchreadiness is understood as the tools of teachers andstudents' activity, material and ideal objects,involved in the educational process as bearers ofinformation (Canadian Centre for German andEuropean Studies, 2005). We divided these meansinto three groups: informative (informationresources, global and local networks, computerdatabases and encyclopedias, special literature,libraries etc.); methodological (programs of theresearch and pedagogical practices, methodologicalaid for preparation and defense of Master’s thesis);and learning (research knowledge, research tasks,special course “Theoretic and methodologicalfoundations of research activity”, self-educationprograms, programs of psychological trainings).One of the key didactic means to form graduates’readiness for research activity is conductingpedagogical and research practices and independentresearch work.In the process of the research practice a master’sstudent is improving his skills in realization of theresearch programs: he learns to select and reasonthe topic of his research work, work withbibliography, define an object, subject, aim and tasksof study, methodology and methods of study, analyze

scientific concepts, process materials of study andsummarize the results and present them in the formof reports, library-research papers, articles,presentations at meetings etc. (Orlov, 2010).The research practice includes the followingresearch tasks:1) Formulate the problem and the topic of yourstudy choosing among up-to-date problems ofpedagogical science.2) Formulate scientific tools on your topic: aim,object, subject, hypothesis, tasks of study.3) Prepare bibliography of works on your problemof study (not less than 20 sources). Give groundsto the novelty of your topic. Find out keycontradictions and formulate the problem.4) Write down basic and peripheral notions (terms)on your topic. Build up the matrix and performthe following actions over your notions: provide adefinition, its links with similar notions; anddefine its structure and attributes.5) Using pedagogical vocabularies, you shouldidentify 5-6 old notions which have a long historyof development, and 3-4 notions which arerelatively new in pedagogical science. Try toexplain their appearance in the language ofpedagogical science.6) Make a program on the topic of your study.7) Prepare presentation of the prospect of master’sthesis.After finishing the research practice graduatesmust submit a report to their scientific director. Theobservations and analysis of their reports on theresearch practice demonstrate that this practicefacilitates the formation of the research skills, allowsmaster’s students to feel as researchers, and formsthe ability for research activity.The aim of the pedagogical practice is thedevelopment of a scientific-methodological contentsof teaching activity, methods of scientific cognition ofthe pedagogical process, formation of theprofessional pedagogical concept in students’interaction in the pedagogical communication.The developed program of the pedagogicalpractice in this study consists of three stages:preparatory, forming and resulting.A preparatory stage is provided for initialconference where students get acquainted with theprogram of practice: aims and tasks of practice,contents of knowledge, requirement to the practice,and forms of the reports.A forming (main) stage is characterized by thedevelopment of strategies which must refer toscientific activity. Master’s degree students workwith learning programs, get to know the principles ofthematic planning on the base of State standard andworking training programs, develop and performlectures, seminars and laboratory studiesindependently (on their own). The obligatoryrequirements are as follows: performing classes withthe use of information technologies, thedevelopment of didactical materials, in particular,multimedia presentations, testing programs,learning programs etc.
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In the process of the pedagogical practicemaster’s degree students attend laboratories of thechair on scientific disciplines and classes of otherstudents. In the practice course they performindividual consultancies with the teacher, makenotes in the pedagogical practice work book, andmake up questionnaires and creative products.A resulting stage is devoted to the finalconference where a summary of the obtained resultsis given. The results of the pedagogical practice ofmaster’s degree students are shown in the reportingdocuments. These documents are: pedagogicalpractice work book, methodological materials(results of micro-research works), plans and notes oflectures, seminars and laboratory studies, scenariosand reports on the project etc.), diagnostic materialson self-assessment in the conditions of thepedagogical activity (lecture attendance analysis).The confirmation of the scientific truth oftheoretical assumptions requires the organization ofspecial measures for their practical use andinspection. This problem can be most effectivelyachieved in the course of the experiment.The goal of the implemented experimental studyin the framework of our research was to test theeffectiveness of the didactic support of the formationprocess of students’ readiness for research.The experiment was conducted during thegraduates' study of disciplines “Organization andplanning of pedagogical research”, elective course“Theoretical and methodological basics of research”,as well as teaching and research internship andthesis design, and during the extracurricularresearch.The experimental work was carried out in threestages: ascertaining, forming and final.The first stage - ascertaining - alloweddetermining the level of students’ readiness forresearch activities, which enrolled in the first year ofthe master's program. In the experiment, theimportance of the ascertaining step is taken intoaccount, since the accuracy of the experimentalresults largely depend on the input data.The second stage - forming - was conducted inthe natural conditions of the educational process ofmaster's degree. At this stage the didactic support of

the formation process of readiness for graduateresearch that we have developed was implementedin practice. In the forming experiment there wereinvolved two groups: control (CG) and experimental(EG).The experiment had been conducting in eachgroup for over two years as follows:The first group (CG) studied with the use of theindividual fragments of the developed didacticsupport for the formation process of students’readiness for RA.The second group (EG) was trained with thedidactic support for the formation process ofstudents’ readiness to RA.After the forming phase of the experiment wasfinished, the reference section to determine the levelof readiness for research was made.At the third stage of the experimental work wesummarized, systematized and described the resultsof the experiment.To determine the level of masters’ readiness toRA, we have developed three indicators: I1 – amotivational-value attitude toward researchactivities; I2 - a set of research knowledge and skills;I3 - personal qualities.In the process of the diagnostics of the levels ofmaster students’ readiness to RA the followingempirical pedagogical research methods were used:questionnaire and testing to determine the level offormation of self-assessment components ofpreparedness for research activities; testinggraduates to determine the level of formation of theprofessionally significant personal qualities of theteacher-researcher; survey of graduates in order todetermine the degree of awareness of researchactivities; interviews with graduates in order toidentify the motivation for RA; observation of thegraduates in the course of the research in order toidentify the missing actions and operationsnecessary for the formation of preparedness forresearch activities; analysis of educational masterprograms to determine a list of special courses to bedeveloped and the introduction in the educationalprocess of the higher educational institution.The results of the experiment are represented inTable 2.
Table 2: Comparative data of development level of graduates’ preparedness for RA (ascertaining and final stages)

Group A numberof peoplein thegroup
LevelsAlgorithmic Interpretative ResearchNumber % Number % Number %CG 36 20 5 55.5 % 13.8% 16 24 44.5% 66.7% 0 7 0% 19.5%EG 36 19 0 52.7% 0% 17 20 47.3% 55.5% 0 16 0% 44.5%As it is seen from the results shown in Table 2, atthe ascertaining stage of the experiment in the CG,20 people have an algorithmic level of readiness toRA, which is 55.5% of the total number of students(36 graduates). In the EG this number is 19 (52.7%).16 graduates (44.5%) have an interpretative level in

the CG, 17 (47.3%) – in the EG. In both groups, thereis no research level.After the forming stage of the experiment wascarried out, there was an increase of the interpretivelevel of readiness for RA in the CG - from 44.5% to66.7%, and in the EG - from 47.3 to 55.5%. However,
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comparing the results on the research level, we cameto the conclusion that in the experimental group,there is a steady upward trend in the number ofgraduates with research level of preparedness for RAfrom 0% to 44.5%, and in the CG this level is only19.5%. The determination of the difference in theresults of the EG and CG leads to the conclusion thatthe suggested didactic support for the formationprocess of graduates’ readiness for RA is efficientand it improves quality of the professional trainingin the master course.
4. ConclusionThe study emphasized an important role of theindependent research work on writing a master’sthesis as far as independent writing of the researchpaper by master’s degree students allows to rely onhis own professional and creative experience,obtained in the process of bachelor's training andauditorium classes devoted to studying an educationprogram of the master's training. That is why thetask of teachers of the master's studies course is tohelp master’s degree students to organize theirresearch activity in the most efficient way. However,practice testifies that the majority of the master’sdegree students, commencing their work on amaster’s thesis, suffer difficulties related to themethodology of writing a master’s thesis, the use ofscientific cognition methods, logical laws and rules(Dvoretsky et al., 2006).The analysis of scientific literature has shownthat the effective training in the research activities issubject to the following conditions:- Acknowledgement of the fact that self-trainingbrings valuable experience in training;- Use of a variety of assessment methods andpromotion of self-assessment techniques;- Consideration of the physical and social context ofthe active learning methods;- Acknowledgement of success and contribution tothe development of the students’ research skills.The didactic support for the formation of themaster's degree students’ readiness for the researchactivity improves their professional training,inculcation of the professionally significant abilities,research skills and knowledge.
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